THE NOUVEAU CLASSICAL PROJECT ANNUAL BENEFIT
SEPTEMBER 27, 2016 // (LE) POISSON ROUGE, NYC

“Leading this unlikely intersection of classical music and fashion” - The New York Times
"...bringing a refreshing edge to the widely conservative genre" - VICE

Last year’s benefit at Landmark on the Park honoring creative director Simon Collins and pianist Kathleen Supove. Attendees ranged from fashion giants such as Julie Gilhart
and Kay Unger, respected figures in the music world such as Eve Begalarian and Richard Kessler, and other influencers. Photo: Misaki Matsui

ABOUT THE NOUVEAU CLASSICAL PROJECT & THE ANNUAL BENEFIT
The Nouveau C lassical Project is a contemporary classical music ensemble that is "bringing a refreshing edge to the widely
conservative genre" (VICE). It began by working with fashion designers to create music-inspired looks for musicians, and now
we collaborate with a variety of artists on concerts. NCP has performed at exciting venues such as Brooklyn Academy of
Music (BAM), Symphony Space, and more. CFDA winner Pamela Love, Project Runway winner Gretchen Jones, Kempner
Collection, Ecco Domani winner Novis, Tanya Taylor, and more. NCP has received prestigious awards such as grants from the
National Endowment for the Art, the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, New York State Council on the Arts.
The benefit will take place on September 27 at the renowned West Village music venue (le) poisson rouge, known for
presenting a wide range of music from Bach to Lorde to Saint Vincent. We will honor award-winning composer Paola Prestini
and fashion designer Titania Inglis with the NC P Visionary Award. This award recognizes innovative leaders whose work has
made a significant impact in their fields.
This event will bring together 200 people to support NCP’s mission of promoting classical music to younger and more
diverse audiences through visually compelling performances. In addition to the presentation of the Visionary Award, the
evening will feature performances by NCP, a video presentation of recent and upcoming concerts, and recognizing the
generous sponsors who are helping the group realize its mission by supporting the annual benefit.

PROMOTE YOUR BRAND TO A DIVERSE
GROUP OF INFLUENCERS IN ART, FASHION,
AND MUSIC
Supporters of NCP are a diverse and influential audience, from young affluent
patrons, to creative people in art, design, and fashion, to world-class artists. NC P
has been profiled by the NY Times, WSJ, Vice, Madewell, Milk Studios, Harper’s
Bazaar and Barneys New York. After years of sold-out shows at venues such as
Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM), Symphony Space, and Flamboyan Theater,
NCP is mounting a large scale music and art installation with artist Anne
Patterson and releasing their new album Potential Energies on Philip Glass’s
record label, Orange Mountain Music. NCP invites your brand to share the
spotlight at this year’s event, w ith sponsorship opportunities ranging from media
coverage to the event itself.
Opportunities include, but are not limited to:
• Logo placement on the printed invitation
• Logo placement on event website
• Dedicated social media posts
• Advertisements in our e-blast
• Distribution of promotional materials at event

ABOUT THE HONOREES
PAOLA PRESTINI is “the enterprising composer and
impresario” (The New York Times) behind the new
Brooklyn venue National Sawdust and the ”VisionaryIn-Chief” (Time Out NY) of the production company
VisionIntoArt (VIA), home to VIA Records. Named one
of NPR’s “Top 100 Composers in the World under
40,” her compositions are deemed “radiant…
amorously evocative” by The New York Times, and
”spellbinding” by The Washington Post. She has
collaborated w ith poets, filmmakers, conservationists,
and astrophysicists in multi- media works that have
been commissioned by Carnegie Hall, the New York
Philharmonic, and the Kronos Quartet.
Photo: Helena Christensen

TITANIA INGLIS, based in Brooklyn, grew up among
the woodlands and waterfalls of Ithaca, New York, and
refined her dark, streamlined aesthetic while living in
Denmark and the Netherlands. Titania Inglis designs
are sold in select boutiques across the US and
worldwide. They have been featured in Elle, Women's
Wear Daily, and the New York Times and worn by
musicians including Charli XCX, Chelsea Wolfe, Kim
Gordon, Meredith Graves, M83, and TLC. Beyond
clothing,
Titania
Inglis
has
engendered
multidisciplinary
creative
collaborations
w ith
members of the Merce Cunningham Dance Company,
jewelry designer Bliss Lau, and Zola Jesus. Titania is
the receipient of a 2012 Ecco Domani award.
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“Putting a new face on classical music” - NPR

We would be honored to have you play a part in Nouveau Classical Project’s 2016 Benefit.
For sponsorship inquiries, please contact Sugar Vendil
P: (917) 609-1740
E: sugar@nouveauclassical.org

